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Millions of people rely on pickup trucks for transportation every day.  These powerful
vehicles are specially built to haul heavy trailers and carry large loads.  But how do hundreds
of small parts come together to make a big, tough truck?  Taking you inside an assembly
plant that builds nearly 1,000 trucks each day, this book will give you an up-close look at
how a pickup truck takes shape, piece by piece.
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Parts
At the assembly plant, workers put many different parts together to make trucks.  All of the
parts—like the doors, mufflers, and tires shown at left—are made in other factories and
shipped to the assembly plant by train.  As shown below, workers use forklifts (machines
that lift and carry heavy objects from place to place) to unload the parts from the train cars.
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Body
The main structure of the truck is called the body.  Most of the parts that make up the body
are made of a hard, strong metal called steel.  These parts are attached together by
welding, or heating and melting them at the spot where they meet.  When the metal cools
and hardens again, the pieces will be firmly joined.  A frame called a buck holds some of the
pieces together while a worker welds them in place.
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Most of the welding is done by robots, machines that
can be programmed to perform complicated tasks.  This
robot is working on the cab of a truck (the front half
of the body, where the driver and passengers sit).
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